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A. 0. Wheeler, head of Alpine Club & camera used for mapping work in mountains by Canadian Government / 27665,
Whyte Museum of the Canadian Rockies, Underwood and Underwood Publishers fonds (V465/pd3/130-02)

LOST OBELISKS
OF THE ROCKIES
Jerry Auld walks through history and into the alpine to
discover a piece of Alberta’s heritage, finding evidence
that hasn't seen sunlight since it was first placed.
Humans have agendas, and humans make
maps, so all maps have agendas. But some
of the earliest in the Canadian Rockies,
such as the fur trade routes or the railway
surveys, were lost – stashed in defunct corporate vaults, hoarded in case they led to
riches, or just discarded as obsolete.

Illustration: Taylor Odynski

Yet this story is a map to treasures that
were not lost as in hidden, but lost as in forgotten: little brass pyramids. More precisely, obelisks that, like staples on the long
seam of mountains, were placed to cement
Alberta’s demarcation from the Dominion’s
Northwest Territories in 1905.
Until then, British Columbia’s borders had
been defined by the British-American treaties of the 1800s, and carried over when B.C.
joined Confederation in 1871. But the treaties only loosely described the boundary
running along the mountains as that where
water flowed west to the Pacific. Although the
most plausible passes had all been surveyed
by 1885, of this 1,000-kilometre Continental
Divide, almost nothing beyond sight of the
Pullman coaches was known.

Coal deposits and timber straddled the
Alberta-B.C. boundary, and settlers were
pouring in, making claims, building homesteads and establishing businesses – all of
which demanded a clear legal line. Wars
are won or lost on the basis of good maps.
Taxes are based on them. It was imperative
that the boundary be marked accurately,
and physically.
But there was something else, something
behind it all that wasn’t concrete and brass.
The idea, the need, that drove the settlers
west came from words spoken 40 years previously of a magical, near-empty place that
was filling up fast even then.
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In 1871, a Captain W. F. Butler journeyed
across the prairies, a decade before the
Canadian Pacific Railway would start
the great railroad. Then he published The
Great Lone Land, a book that described the
West in poetic terms. Before then, it was
referred to as desolate, uninhabitable, savage. Butler had given the Northwest an
identity that contained a vision. For the
downtrodden of Europe wanting a new
start, it was a siren song.
By 1913, the ribbons of pearlite steel that
had joined Canada’s coasts had opened
the land. Yet the most prominent peaks
marked on maps of the Rockies were still
Mts. Hooker and Brown, even though these
mythical pyramids had been revealed to
be 10,000 feet lower than earlier explorers
had believed. The maps were not keeping
afoot. A commission was struck between
B.C. and Alberta to remedy this.
The boundary commission was a triumvirate: the Surveyor General of Canada and a
commissioner representing each province.
British Columbia elected Arthur Wheeler, while Alberta elected Richard Cautley.
They were both enormously experienced,
but very different in personality.
Wheeler was tasked with using the new
photo-topographical survey techniques to
determine and map the watershed, whereas
Cautley was to mark and build the monuments. Cutting through untracked mountain forest was an enormous task, as the
survey required straight sightlines between
monuments, regardless of rockbands.
Enchanted by Butler’s Great Lone Land from
a young age, now Wheeler could live it: the
endless prairie, the snow-capped ocean of
rock, a sky that rose forever. Waves on
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the sea do not hold names, but the frozen
stone ranges that arrayed as rocky breakers to the Great Plains could. Canada was
not yet 50 years old, and the Alpine Club
of Canada that Wheeler had helped found
was not yet seven. Both were hungry for
legitimacy and accomplishment.
In June 1913, the survey began at Kicking Horse Pass, off the original CPR rail
line (today the Trans-Canada Highway).
As Cautley traversed the peaks, he placed
hard brass on high points, then built monuments above them. The surveyors would
cut and measure the line to within sight of
each navigable pass, but leave the higher,
inaccessible peaks to Wheeler’s photo-topographic maps.
Each marker would be an obelisk, with
“Alberta" die-stamped on one side, “British Columbia” on the opposite, a letter indicating the pass and a number identifying its position, and a cross on the top for
orientation. In the forest cols, these were
two-foot-tall metal-clad concrete monuments. But on the summits, two-inch brass
bolts were drilled into the solid rock, then
enclosed under a seven-foot rock cairn. We
might think that summit cairns grow over
time as successive visitors add to them.
But, on the Divide, they were built huge at
the outset and have slowly crumbled.
Wheeler had made his mark, but still felt
insignificant in the landscape. Mountains
require two properties in order to subdue
them in the human consciousness: the first
is a physical mark showing that the peak
has been climbed to the top, and the second is that it bears a name.
Wheeler subscribed to the “empty land”
theory and deemed himself of sufficient
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A DAY’S EXPLORATION
Of the 14 passes that were surveyed and marked, only four have
highways through them: Yellowhead (Highway 16), Kicking Horse
(the Trans-Canada), Vermilion (Highway 93), and Crowsnest
(Highway 3). Some of the rest are within a day’s hike of a road
(Simpson, Elk, Akamina), while others are multi-day objectives
(Assiniboine, Tornado, Howse, etc.).
Concrete monuments were only placed where conflicts might arise (i.e. within sight
of roads and human enterprise) and not on remote peaks. The brass obelisks were
used on summits and prominent ridge points inaccessible to horses.
Here are the obelisks within range of a day’s exploration. [Note: Your correspondent
has not explored all of these, and certainly some will have lain undisturbed since
thousands of Canadians lined the trenches of Europe].

HWY 16 – South Side – Miette Hill (1S to
35S [along ridge], 3S [summit])

HWY 93S – North Side – Boom Mountain
(4B, 6B [ridge], 8B [sub-peak], 10B [summit])

HWY – North Side – Tete Roche (2S to 30S
[even #s, along ridge], 32S [summit])

HWY 3 – South Side – Loop Peak (39F to
55F [odd numbers] on ridge high points)

HWY 1 – South Side – Pope’s Peak
(11A,13A [shoulder], 15A [summit])

HWY 3 – North Side – Crowsnest Ridge
(4F to 14F [even numbers] on ridge of
western end, no summit marker)

HWY 1 – North Side – Mt. Bosworth (8A
[ridge], 10A [shoulder], 12A [summit])
HWY 93S – South Side – Vermilion East,
Storm Mountain (Obelisk 5B, 7B [shoulder], 9B [summit], 11B [summit])
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OBELISK 7B
One of the most accessible of the obelisks is
7B, on the ridge crest of Vermilion East. This
is a minor summit of Storm Mountain, two
hours from the road, and because it is a ridge
point, it doesn’t sport the towering cairns
that normal summits do. In fact, it is easy to
hike past; it looks like a broken outcrop.

trees thin (the fringes of the 2004 forest fire that
consumed the old Fay Hut farther south down
the valley). Scramble up the slope to the ridge
and find the shoulder. There you can locate
a solitary hump of stones. If you carefully
remove the topmost, you can find obelisk 7B
nestled within.

But if you know how to look, it does resemble a
pile: perhaps wind, freeze/thaw, or even lightning blew it apart. It is a far cry from the seven-foot tower that was initially built in 1913.

Until your correspondent did so in 2017, that
obelisk had not seen the light of day, nor the
human touch, for over a hundred years; since
the surveyor who had placed it had oriented
it in the still-wet cement. They say metal conducts – heat, electricity; yes – but also the past.
And there are many more out there yet to be
uncovered for the first time.

Hike up the fire break and traverse east to
the big Storm Mountain drainage. Follow the
drainage but divert up the hillside once the
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authority to name the peaks and passes
without bothering to consult the First Nations or relate anything to the surrounding
geography. He named a valley near Banff
after the timeless mysteries of a vanished
Egypt that were still being uncovered in
the Valley of the Kings. With World War I,
the “War to End All Wars,” in full swing –
seemingly irreconcilable, stale-mated, and
colossal with casualties – and patriotic fervour high, Wheeler named whole ranges
in Kananaskis after battleships or generals
of the Allied armies.
Wheeler even wasn’t above naming a peak
after himself, as he did in Rogers Pass.
Cautley considered it “perfectly absurd that
one of the Creator’s stupendous mountains
should be named after any man,” so Wheeler went and named a peak after Cautley.
The Boundary Commission was finally
completed in 1924, and the country turned
its attention to other issues. Then came the
Second World War, and then Korea. The
peaks observed the orbiting of the spheres,
indifferent to the affairs of men and the
monikers that had been hung upon them.
Then something changed: in 1972, Landsat
1 was launched, and with it the precursor
to a global positioning network. From that
point our maps became supra-accurate,
a simulacrum – that object that begins to
define the very thing that it was meant to
describe – and too perfect to allow romance
and personality within their tight contours.
This is an old story, an origin-story: Alberta’s. This is a story from before written
names. It evokes a time when the best way
up a mountain was coaxed from the stories
around a campfire, or a sketched fragment,
or from the rumours of an ancient First Na-

tions trading pass. These tiny obelisks entombed within pyramidal monoliths abide
high above the rich earth smell of the pack
train, up in the breath of heaven, where you
fix your position with plane table and compass and spirit level, looking out over the
untrammeled Great Lone Land.
You can’t find the obelisks with a GPS or
any modern map. You must look at the
land, know how the water splits. These
brass artifacts don't just accurately divide
the two provinces: they also demarcate the
time between empty maps and nameless
frontier and our present day, where there
are no blank spots left.
You may wish to see this for yourself, to
stand and straddle the divide between the
past and the future and carefully uncover the lost markers as if they were some
Pharaoh’s tomb. To see this view is to step
beyond the boundaries of time, at the intersection before names, before maps. As
Wheeler’s epitaph states: sic itur ad astra –
“thus one goes to the stars.”
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